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NOTICE TO OUR FRIENDS
Our Friends who get their Might from the Supreme Realm; We are obliged to give You Information on
certain subjects. According to the Universal Theory, We have Taken the Duty of Uniting Your Society in
which Brothers and Sisters are cultivating enmity towards each other. These Suggestions aiming at the
investments of Centuries have been prepared a Thousand Yearsago. During this Period, there is the obligation
of transmitting to You all the Information so that Mankind can make its Evolvement as a necessity of Evolution.
We have a request from the Supreme Missionaries who always consider this fact. During this Divine
Period, in which the Earth has come closer to the Firmament, there will be certain Special Rules of this
Medium.
These rules are made in order to distinguish Mankind from the Human Being. We have
nothing to do with those who can not comprehend the Medium necessitated by these rules.
However, We receive some deplorable Frequencies from Distinguished Missionaries who were able to shoot
their Might up to the Divine Level. The Suggestions We have given with all our open heartedness on this
path until today have confused the Frequencies of certain Codes instead of regulating them.
Do not
forget that the Lowest Vibration of Your Negative Thoughts will always scatter your Private Codes. Now, we
will talk to you so c1early that those who will take a lesson from this will do so. Otherwise, their loss will be
theirs.
This Divine Medium is not a Personal, that is, an Individual display. It is a Universal Duty, and nobody
is superior to anybody else. The bridge will be erossed over all together in cooperation.
Some of You
will take a lesson from this saying. The characteristic of this Period of Sincerity is that nobody should
criticize anybody else, even slightly. Whomever You criticize will be elevated by the effect of Your
negativity. We can state it in the following way too: Your loss will always be his/her gain.
This Code is Specially prepared. In this System, special Archives are kept by registration and control.
Every breath You take is recorded by Computers. The Goal is to be able to choose the Genuine Human
Beings one by one. We will continue to extend Our help to the Friends who lack Tolerance and whom
We would like to enter Our Medium, for Two more years so that they can adapt themselves to the
Conditions.
This Period is their Final Exams. Selection is not as easy as You think. (Especially for Our
Friends who have received the Command to enter the Divine Code).
This period of Two Years given to You is for the sake of Your High Frequencies. We are in touch with Our
Trustworthy Friends every moment. Theyare the Lights of Sunny Days. We will Unite You with them.
Those who are taken under the Medium of Security will profit from this. Do not forget that during this
Last Period, God will not hold Your hand, You Yourself will hold Your Own hand. God extends Help
only to those who Deserve it. It is beneficial to keep this in Mind.
We had told You that from now on We will give you c1earer and direct Commands. Time is Limited and
there is Urgency. We will only say this much: You are obliged to complete, in One year, the Evolvement
You would normally complete in Thousand Years (so that You can be accepted to the Medium of
Salvation). Those who can get the Permission to Pass through the Gates which will be Opened are those
who reap the rewards at the moment. ALLAH always helps His servants; do not forget this. But He has left
You to Yourself, because it is the Characteristic of this Period. Do not forget that Mankind will make its own
choice by itself.
lt is Our wish that All Our Friends would receive their lot from the Divine Level.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.
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Dur Friends,
You know that a Real Friend tells the Bitter Truth.

For this reason We have to Awaken some of Dur

Friends who have not been Awakened yet by telling them some bitter truth; We apologize in advance.
We will talk about certain special Responsibilities brought to You by this Message You read. This is a
Notice of the Special Space Code.
There is an obligation to Unite Spiritual Powers with Spiritual
Powers. This is because Dur Time is limited, Dur efforts are limitless. During this Period, You should
Run, not sit and wait. Because, every slow step will cause You to loose one of Your Terrestrial Brothers
or Sisters. Dur Friends who are prepared for the Medium of Salvation will always collaborate with You.
By this means, the number of Dur Goodwilled Friends will grow like an Avalanche.
Do not deal with insensitive People. Within the time You spend on them, You will achieve Your Mission
as much as the number of brothers/sisters You save. Those who reach this Consciousness know the true
aspect of the problem. It is an obligation to teli those who do not know it. During this Period, You have
to act according to Divine Commands.
As We have said before, a right of Examination for Two Years has been entitled by the Medium of Tolerance
to Dur Friends who have reached Us, but could not yet grasp the seriousness of the Matter. This Test will be
their Actual Examination. Do not forget that after You know the actual content of something, You can not
sit comfortably. Because, this will be an Ego. But Ego does not exist in this Medium. A person who has
been Awakened should Wake Up at least Five people. This is his/her minimum Duty. And the Maximum
Duties are Infinite. Nothing can be gained by sitting, by Prostrating, by going to the Mosque or to the
Church. This is the actual characteristic of this Period, Cooperation is a must.
Now, We will talk to You very c1early again. This Period of Two Years is for Dur Friends who will be
accepted by the Land of Loving Dnes. Tastes and Benefits of the World are sweet. But the end of the
World is Bitter. Always Think about this saying, and always mind Your steps accordingly.
During this
Period, there are Special Duties to be given to You. However, do not forget that God loads on Everyone
as much Dutyas they can handie. Because, Allotment of Duties is made according to Your Frequencies.
When the Time comes, each one will choose his/her Duty in proportion to its rewards. Do not forget
that there is a reciprocation for every Effort. Later, special talks will be made with You. May all Happiness
and Success be Yours.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.
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Dur Friends,
Now, let Us talk to You about certain factors distinguishing Human Beings from Human Beings. Dur
Human brothers and sisters rebel against certain injustices in society. If today someone has gained his/
her millions unjustly, the choice is left to You; You either choose the same illegitimate path He/She has
chosen or You Iive in the Medium of Humility.
This is an issue indicating whether Your Conscience
Scales are upset or not. You gain in the World and You live this life comfortably, for You do not see or
know Your real loss. Because, since the equilibrium of your Conscience Scales are upset, it does not
give You any signals any more, it leaves You alone with Yourself.
This is not an intimidation.
Do not forget that the richer You become illegitimately in the World, the
Poorer You become in the, Heart. The Equilibrium here is adjusted according to the Heart. The matter is
as simple as that, the choice is as simple as that. If You can attain Your own inner self, the System here
will make You gain both Materially and Spiritually. Every time You back out of a loss, it will be a Profit for
You. This Book is not a Book which addresses Sodety, but it addresses You. You will see and find
Yourself under its Light. With Dur Infinite Love.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.
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Our Friends,
Everything You observe in the World extends towards the infinite. For example, Colors, Sounds, Letters.
Every Color has over billions of nuances, every Sound has over billions of Frequencies, every Letter has
over billions of Meanings. The actual Goal here is to make the Commentary and the Interpretation in
the most proper sense by grasping the Contents of the Meaning. The actual Goal of this Book is to
explain everything to You with utmost c1arity. For this reason We will often make comparisons and give
examples. For example, aletter (A) has a meaning according to the sentence it enters and gives that
sentence its actual meaning. Now, proceeding from this fact, let Us give You the codes of certain words
both in the Islamic and the Christian Realms. These words are Universal words which give Messages
peculiar to themselves in all the Religious Books and which carry the Sacrednessof those Books. And
they have become the property of Society. Now, let us make the Sacred Explanation of the Formula in
the Koran in the following way:
B i S M i L LA H i R RA H M A N Ü R RA H i M
EachHuman Being is the Servant of Our Supreme Lord. His AII-Compassionatewings have protected him/
her since the day He had Created him/her. Now, in Islamic Society,everyone saysthis 24-letter great word
before he/she goes out of his/her house and before starting anything. Do you know why? Maybe even the
Genuine Devotees are not Conscious of this. EveryWord dictated from the Channel of the LORD has a
secret Cipher, a meaning. 24 letters represent the (24) Supreme Entities in the Supreme Assembly. If we
add 2 and 4, it makes 6. And this representsthe (6) who are the Actual Staff Members of the (One) Who
governs the Divine Level. All the Supreme Ones in the Supreme Assembly perform their Duties allotted to
them 6 by 6, at the four corners of the World. Now, let Us disclosethe meaning of this Great Word:
B

1 -

i

S
M

- lt stands for "Bul", which means "Find" in Turkish
Insan (Human Being, in Turkish)
- Sevgi (Love, in Turkish)

L

- Mevla (God, in Turkish)
- Insan (Human Being, in Turkish)
- Lütuf (Grace, in Turkish)

L
A
H

- Lütuf, Liyakat (Grace, Merit, in Turkish)
- Allah
- Hulus (Iyi niyet) - (sincerity, goodwill, in Turkish)

i
R
R

Insan (Human Being, in Turkish)
- Rab ( Lord, in Turkish)
- Rahim (Compassionate, in Turkish)

A

- Allah

H
M

- Hulus, Hürriyet (Sincerity, Freedom, in Turkish)
- Müjde (Good News, in Turkish)

6 -

A
N
Ü

- Allah
- Nur (Divine Light, in Turkish)
- Ümitsizlik, üzüntü (Hopelessness, sadness, in Turkish)

7 -

R
R
A

- Rab ( ~ord, in Turkish)
- Rahim (Compassionate, in Turkish)
- Ara, bul (Search, find, in Turkish)

H

- Hürriyet (Freedom, in Turkish)
Insan (Human Being, in Turkish)
- Mantik (Logic, in Turkish)
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Now, let Us give the Message of this Great Word:
1-

i-

3
4
5
6
7
8

-

Search and find the Genuine Human Being in Your Inner self. Love everything,
Bad or Beautiful.

whether

Good,

God, that is (O) always graces the Genuine Human Being.
ALLAH Graces the Sincere ones according to their Merit.
The LORD of the Human Being is Compassionate.
ALLAH gives the good news of Freedom to the Sincere ones.
ALLAH shows His Divine Light to His Sad People.
Your LORD is Compassionate, Search and Find Him.
Ultimately, the most secure path which will lead the Human Being to Freedom is his/her Logic.

Think, Think, Think what You had been and what You have become. Search and Find its Reason. The day
You understand that Flowers will bloom with Love, it will mean that You have found Your LORD. Then and
only then, You are a Genuine Human Being.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.

cxOur Friends,
Now, let Us explain the meaning of the triplet iSTAVROZ( means Crucifix, in Turkish), PUT (means
Cruciform, in Turkish) and HAÇ (meansCross, in Turkish). In fact, the three are the same. But their
explanation symbolizes the Awakening of Our Christian Friends:
1 - P - Pirler (means Sages, in Turkish)
2 - U - Ulular (means Pre-Eminent ones, in Turkish)
3 - T - Tanri (means God, in Turkish)
This is the Actual Triangle Code. But Mankind had found the CRUClFORM in its Subconscious and had
begun to worship it. The form of the CRUCIFORM is a Symbol which joins the Earth with the Sky, and it
is Positive Energy. Prophet MOSES was sent to the People of that Period to Enlighten his Human brothers/
sisters by the Command he had received. But Mankind was so conditioned that it could not understand
what Genuine Enlightenment was. Those who had comprehended the Book of Prophet MOSES and
those who had come from His lineage had been saved.
Then, GOD triedto Enlighten People through Miraeles. And JESUSCHRIST had been sent to the World
to perform his Miraeles. He has been called the Son of ALLAH. Because, He was the son of Virgin Mary.
Virgin Mary was sent to Earth by the Command of the Supreme Ones. She had given birth without
getting married. People of that time had interpreted it in various ways. And some had accepted it as it
was. Now, in this Space Age, We can easily explain it. JESUSCHRIST was a Miraele Baby, that is, He was
a test tube Babyas You call it.
JESUSCHRIST had performed His Miraeles with the help of the Advices He had gotten from Archangel
Gabriel. He had gathered People around himself. He had received the Command not to write a Book but
only to talk. This is the reason why today there are the most authentic 13 New Testaments. According to
the Command giyen, JESUSCHRIST would talk and the 13 Apostles would write. The purpose of those
Writing was to choose the Genuine Apostles. The Christian Realm, after seeing the Miraculous End of JESUS
CHRIST, had embraced their New Testament more, with fear. JESUSCHRIST was Bom Miraculously, Passed
away Miraculously. This event which is very simple for this period, had been a miraele for that period. That
is, He was bom as a test tube Babyand Passed away by being Beamed Up.
Those who have read these Sacred Books have taken their allotted shares. But they have only saved
their own selves on this path. The Beaming Up of JESUS CHRIST had been the first demonstration
performed for the Realm of Humanity. Mankind who proceeded on this path began to build Churches
continuously.
The Miraele had made them believe. That is, Humanity had Iived its half Golden Age.
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Meanwhile, Scientists, Inventors whose Consciousness Codes were unveiled had received the Command
to Elevate the People of the World through Science. For Us, the Genuine Saints are them. Edison (read his
life) has given Divine Light to Humanity. He is a Supreme Person who found his inner seIf on the path of
GOD through Logic. Here, Zeppelin, Steam engine, Telephone, Telegraph, Motion pictures, Radio, Television,
Tape Recorder and Computers are smail gifts the Space Age has offered to You. Now, You have come to Us
by Your Satellites in the Universe, that is, You have elevated Yourselves to Your GOD. And we say Hello,
Welcome to Our Genuine Human Brothers and Sisters, who are able to be elevated up to Us.
Let us come to the interpretation

12-

H
A

3-

ç

of the word HAÇ (Cross, in Turkish):

Hulus, iyi niyet (Sincerity, goodwill, in Turkish)
Aramak (to Search, in Turkish)
çerag olmak, yani Gönülden Yanmak (to become Light, that is, to become on
fire in the Heart, in Turkish).

This Triangle Code Symbolizes the Evolvement of the Human Being. The Message of HAÇ (CROSS) is as
follows: Those who have Searched Sincerely and with Goodwill have become lights. That is, they have
become on Fire in the Heart, like Yunuses, Mevlanas and all the Saints. Then they have become a Light
and have Enlightened Human Beings from all aspects. All Philosophers and all Scientists are Genuine
Spiritual Guides who have found the truest path Towards ALLAH. Einstein had been one of them.
Edison had laid the foundation, Einstein cut the ribbon.
ISTAVROZ (CRUCIFIX, in Turkish):
This Great word is a word which has transcended the Islamic World which is stili at the Phase of Quest.
Within this word, there is (Ol), that is, ALMIGHlY and Time. Now, let Us decode the word iSTAVROZ:

i

Z
S
V

2
3
1 - - TR
A
OL

Insan (Human Being, in Turkish)
Sevgi (Love, in Turkish)
Tanri (God, in Turkish)
Aramak (To Search, in Turkish)
Va h iy, Ilham, Mantik (Revelation,
Rab ( Lord, in Turkish)
Kadir-i Mutlak (the Almighty,
Zaman (Time, in Turkish)

Inspiration,

Logic, in Turkish)

in Turkish)

The Message of this Word is as follows:
1 -

The Human Being is elevated to his/her GOD through

Love.

2 -

He/She enters the Medium of Research and Quest by Revelation, Inspiration,
from there he/she reaches HIS/HER LORD.

3 -

The last Message (attain the Consciousness of the Almighty,
Comprehend the Cause of Your Existence).

and Logic; and

and Time, Transcend Yourself and

Just as the Islamic Realm understands the meaning of the Word, Bismillahirrahmanürrahim
in a stereotyped
way, most of Our Christian Friends do not know the Genuine meaning of the word istavroz (Crucifix),
either. Because, they are'attached to it and value it only in form, as a Symbol. As we have said before,
this form symbolizes the Unification of the Firmament and the Earth. We say that the meaning of the
Word lstavroz (Crucifix) has transcended the Islam who are in a State of Quest. Do you know why?
Because that word gives You the Time. It gives You OUR LORD and also Your own inner selves. It
reminds You the cause of Your Existence.
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But the Islam is stili prostrating, by expecting profit from his/her God. (Genuine Moslems excluded.) In
fact, in Christian Society (those other than Our Genuine Christian Friends) go to Church with the same
purpose. At the moment, We are calling to all the Sacred Societies in the World. YOUR GOD is not an
Ogre. Do not be afraid of Him. The more You Love Your World and Your Brothers and Sisters without
expecting any profits, the more the Divine Power of God will pour on you His Love and His Divine Light.
L1GHT of the DIVINE and LOVE are the Essence of GOD.
Now, let Us summarize what We have written: The Human Being Finds his/her God through Love. He/
She Elevates himself/herself up to (O) by Searching by Logic. The one who follows the path of Religion
arrives at Learning, the one who follows the path of Learning arrives at Religion. All the paths lead to
the same gate. Are you stili going to discriminate between Religions, Our Brothers and Sisters, even
though you know all this? With Our Love.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.

cx

Our Friends,
Indivisible Wholes are only the Spirits. The ALMIGHlY is the Supreme One and the Protector of the
entire Universe. This Door has always remained closed for Mankind. It has been opened to those who
have reached this Consciousness. From nowon, We are obliged to dictate to You the functioning of the
entire System by the Command of the Merciful LORD. Every Mechanism has a director. You call Him
God. And We call Them the "Lords of Mechanism". Now, We will talk to You about them, one by one.
First, let Us code That Great name:
R - Rahim (Compassionate,
A - Allah
B - Bagislayiei (Merciful,

in Turkish)

in Turkish)

Rab (LORD, in Turkish) and Allah are the same. He is Single, He is the Almighty and (01) One. According
to the Code, the Compassionate Allah is Merciful. Rab within this word, is the Almighty,
that means,
He is (01) One and the Single ALLAH. To avoid misunderstanding, We repeat: He is the most Supreme
of Us all, We do not accept any Supreme One other than Him. This Door is opened to those who Know,
to those who do not know it will always remain c1osed.
Gods perform their Missions on Seven Systems established in the Universe. Allotment of Missions is a
Prismal tableau. We say that the secret of the Pyramids is the Secret of the Universe, since it resembles
this Prismal System. (01) One is Single and the Almighty. Allotment of Mission is from the level of the
World towards the Firmament, that is, from the ground upwards and it is as follows:

N-Al-Al-N-N-N-N
This means that Theyare Our Lords and Theyare the Gods of Your Directing System. For example, Their
allotment of Missions is as follows:

N
Al
Al

N
N
A6
A7

of
of
of
of

Your World
Your Heaven
the Galaxies
the Firmament

of these Systems
of the place We call the (Level of Perfection) which is the Fina\ Level of Humanity
Light is Responsible for the Entire Universe and is the Single Messenger of the LORD.
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Each God is the only Responsible One of His Own Medium. The Almighty is sovereign over everything.
Gods are very much Responsible and Greatly Charged with Duty and theyonly transmit and supervise the
Commands coming from the Supreme Ones. Theyare the ones who reflect You up to the Lord. Every
Mechanism in the Universe is directed in this manner. The entire Nature, the entire Universe, that is, everything
living or Non-living is under this Prisma/ Supervision. The One You call the Lord of the Skies and the Lands
is the Almighty. Everything is under the Supervision of this System. They, too, have Special ones in charge
with Supervision Duty among themse/ves. Here, We are obliged to give You only this Information.
We had mentioned also the Name of the Almighty comprising 147 words, besides the 999 names of God
revealed in the Religious Books before. Every letter of this Absolute word Symbolizes the Names and Missions
of the Apostles or the Imams who are the special Missionaries. (12) of them work at the East, (12) work at
the West and all of them are the Founders of the Supreme Assembly. N, that is, the light is obliged to
project their Commands to the entire System. As a necessity of the System, N had been obliged to give the
Commands to N, AS, N, N, N, Al respectively until today. Now, the characteristic of this Period is to
eliminate all the Intermediary Lords in the System, thus, N gives these Commands directly to
and this
Book is bestowed on Your World from this channel, that is, from the Channel of Alpha. Religions are each a
reflection of the Books revealed until today by the Messengers of the Divine Realm, to Enlighten Our Human
brothers and sisters parallel to Society. However, all these Books had been revealed by passing them through
all the Supervision Channels We have mentioned above. Our Human brothers and sisters have completed
their Evolvements by this means according to their Individua/ Comprehensions.
However now, We have
received the Command that all Human Beings should be assembled in the Second Level of Evolvement
which We call the Level of Perfection. This is the reason why THIS BOOK is dictated.

N

PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE

P. G.A.

cx

IT IS THE ANSWER TO THE CHAINS OF THOUGHT
Our Friends,
Now, We would like to give the answers to the Thoughts We received from You:
You have always behaved in accordance with the Prophet to whom You have been attached until today.
They were Our light-Friends.
Our Christian Friends did not accept the Koran which was the only Book
revealed after the New Testament. Because, they had their own Book. And Our Islamic Friends do not
accept any Book other than the Koran. Because, at that Period, they had been told "This was the Last and
the Single Book". So, theyare right in their Views, because they have been conditioned in accordance with
this view. But they should not forget that the Koran comprises all the events until the year 1999 and it had
been dictated to Our Light-Friend MOHAMMED MUSTAFA who had been the last Prophet.
Now, We would like to remind You that the Last Book, the Koran, has projected to You the events up
until this Period. Our Light-Friend MOHAMMED MUSTAFA is the Last Prophet. We had said that after the
Karan, no Book would be revealed through Prophets. We had not said that no Book from then on would
ever be dictated any more. We are repeating it to correet this misunderstanding.
Do not forget that the end of Your World will not eome with this last Book. Beeause, Your World will enter
an entirely different Period after 1999. The Human Being of that Period wou/d not be able to understand
this. We had to act in accordance with the Commands of the LORD as a necessity of the System. Do not
forget that Evolvement does not occur instantly. Now, in this Period, We ean get in toueh directly with Our
Friends who were able to complete their Evolvement until today, up to the Code of the Genuine Human
Being, that is, the level N. And by the help of this Book, We are choosing them one by one.
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You say that 1999 World Year is the IILast Period of Resurrectionll• Those who have reached its Real
Consciousness excluded, how many of You, We wonder, are aware of the meaning of Resurrection? Now,
We are getting ready for that Period. That means, We, Your Extra-Terrestrial Friends, have come to You, have
got in touch with You and We have received the Command to announce to You the entire Truth through
this Book. Do not forget that the Resurrecting mentioned in Your last Book is the Resurrecting of Human
Beings in the direction of their Consciousnesses. This means that People will attain the Consciousness of
everything and they will be Awakened from Their Sleep.
Each Awakened Person has gotten and will get in touch with Us. This means that, now, We are attracting Your
Views out of Your Visionary World to which You have been conditioned and habituated until today. For this
reason We are giying General Messages to all the Religious Groups. If You can not get rid of the Christian, Islam
and other Religions' Conditionings, You can never reach Our Peak. Resurrection for You is this.
Those who came and will come to Us will see the Genuine Divine Light. And this will be
Human Brothers and Sisters who can become Genuine Human Beings in the real sense.
conditionings; We have told You, one by one, how all the Religious Books had been dictated.
of OUR LORD is always upon You. Do not ever Forget this. This Book is and will be
Command, to save Our Human brothers and sisters and to help them.

Our gift to Our
Be free of these
The Supervision
dictated by His

First, eliminate the Religious Conditionings among You, so that We can give You other Universal Knowledge.
There are millions of Our Light-Friends among You who have liberated themselves from their Narrow Visions.
This Universal Book of Yours is distributed by them to the Universe, Fascicule by Fascicule. You will overcome
extremely hard future conditions by means of this Book. Because, We will help everyone who writes this
Book in their Own Handwritings.
The Choice is left to the common sense of Our Human brothers and
sisters. The EFFORTis from Us, the Divine Guidance is from ALLAH, Our Friends.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN

AGE

P.G.A.

cx-

Our Friends,

The rising of Frequencies never exalts Human Being and Humanity. The important thing is Evolvement.
And the Only guides of Evolvement are Enlightenment Books and Enlightenment Channels. You call these
Books the Religious Books. But You do not know the actual nature of Your Books you have taken in your
hands. You have received Your Offerings from a certain Level until this Period. But now, Your Medium has
been opened to Higher Levels.
We are obliged to teli You the following,
Being Exalted does not mean to become a Medium. Everyone
who feels the Power of the Heavens is a Medium. Because, this Universal Power has augmented Your Sixth
Senses. Even a new bom Baby is bom as a Medium through the Perceptions the Mother receives. For this
reason this Period is called the Mediumship Period, that is the Mediamic Period.
The Enlightenment Channels are open to the entire Universe to prepare Humanity for the Medium of
Evolvement. However, the new trends have led You to Fanaticism and Egotism, instead of Enlightening
You. (Exceptions excluded.)
That is, Our hopes were in vain. The fanatic bigots who hide themselves
under the cover of Religion will annihilate themselves. The Evolvement Codes of Our Friends who will reap
the rewards are unveiled. And they have received the permission to pass beyond the Firmament.
Do not ever forget that unless You attain achievement in Your Evolvement Exams, You can never be accepted
to the Medium of the Firmament. We will convey to You in this Book what Evolvement is, article by article.
Evolvement is the only factor which will Exalt You. However, You should be ready for this Medium.
Your Religious Books are Your Only guides on this Path. Those who have been exalted by the Genuine
Light of these Books are Genuine Friends for Us. However, those who consider themselves as Saints on
this path are not considered acceptable.
For Us, those who are accepted into the Code of Genuine
Human Beings are the Genuine Saints.
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Now, let Us convey to You the difference between the Two Codes. Everyone who is Religious, who has
absorbed and digested the Religious Books and who recognizes God, is surely a very Good Person. However,
his/her Goodness is doomed to remain between him/her and his/her God. During this Period, a lot of Our
Friends who receive these wonderful Cosmic Perceptions perform their Duties justly and they Shed Light on
Society and thus, try to Awaken them. These People are Our most Sacred Friends.
Besides this, We also know those Friends who receive these wonderful
Perceptions and consider
themselves as Prophets. The choice is theirs. This Mentality of theirs will always repel them from the
Medium of Evolvement. Personallnterest and Benefit are the greatest of sins. Instead of expecting something
from someone, those who give from the Heart, without Expecting anything in Return, are the ones who
have taken the first preparatory step towards the Evolvement Code.
lt is easy to enter this Frequency. If You do everything Commanded by Your Books of Enlightenment, You get
the permission to enter this Code. However, it is not easy at all to pass from this Code to the Level of the
Firmament. For this reason most of You are ma de to wait at the place You call Heaven which is Your Resting
Medium. The Enlightening Paths shown to You in Heaven are different than Your Religious Books. Those
who comprehend its Real meaning must come to the World at least Six times in order to understand what
is what. The sourness of a raw Apple and the sweetness of a ripe one are differentiated in this manner.
The Frequency adjustments of those who will Evolve CWe mean the Evolvement Deserving the Firmament
Level) are made by the Codes here. The Data they receive are the Genuine Enlightenment itself and theyare
given all the Universal Powers. Theyare Conscious of what theyare and what theyare not. This means that
theyare the Triple Codes of the Medium. And these are the Codes of the ESSENCE- the WORD - the EYE. We
will explain them one by one. But in Our later Messages. For now, with all Our Love.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.
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Our Friendly Brothers/Sisters,
These Messages We give to You Beyond the Universe are given from the Supreme Level as a Command
of the Divine. However, We will present to You the Messages beyond Perceptions when the time comes.
For now, the Priority is given to the Unification of Your World. For this reason Messages relating to
Evolvement will be given to You for a while. We had told You before what Genuine Evolvement was. We
call it the Code of the Essence-the Word-the Eye. Now, let Us explain them:
1ESSENCE CODE: First, You have to find Your Essence, You have to be in Peace with Yourself. This
is the externalization of the inner radiance. We wish that everyone can find the Divine Light like this.
This is Our only wish.
2 WORD CODE: This is very important. You say that the tongue has no bone. We use it as an
example. Every Word comes out of the tongue, including the Sweet ones, the Bitter ones, the Loving
and the Evil ones. When You have Love in Your Word, Friendliness in Your Voice and Docility in Your
Logic, the Doors of Freedom are partly opened to You. And this brings You infinite Tolerance
and Happiness. To Blame, to Reproach are the Greatest of Sins for this Code.
3 EYE CODE: The Eye sees and Loves, the Eye sees and Desires, the Eye sees and Cries. (Do you
know why it is said that if the Essence Cries, the Eye also Cries?) This is the first step of the Evolvement
in this Medium.
Tears are Positive Foams cleansing Your Negative Feelings. Your Spirits are Purified
and Elevated as Your Hearts foamD
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Do you know why God always holds the hands of His Sad servants. Because, when Goodness weighs more
in your Conscience Scales than Evil, Helping Hands are extended to You. God does not wish to see any of
His Servants in hopelessness. This grace extended to You is the precipitation of Your depression. To See but
not to See, to Perceive but not to Teli, to Hear but not to Hear is Your Second Evolvement Code which will
open to You the Doors beyond the Firmament. In fact, Evolvement is necessary for Everyone and it is
Interminable. During this Period of Sincerity, Your Second Evolutionary Code will be enough for You to fly
Your kite at Heaven in the Skies of the FIRMAMENT. Those who partly open the doors after that, get the
Permission to teli You everything. The Religious Books have been dictated in this manner.
The Pre-eminent Ones who gave You Messages from the Enlightenment Channel until today, have not
lost their Humility at all, Despite their being in much higher Levels now. They Even Tolerate Your
Disrespectfulness towards them, (Only if You Deserve that Tolerance). Do not ever forget this. If Your
Rebellions are the overflowing of Your Hearts, this is not a Sin. If theyare made On Purpose, then they
are considered Sins. In the latter case, there is no Tolerance at alL. We felt obliged to explain all this for
Our Friends who are in the Medium of Depression, so that they can overcome their sorrows. We hope
that, from nowon,
You will prepare Yourselves for the Evolvement Medium more comfortably.
Our
gratitude for Our Friends who perform their Missions justly is infinite. Their Rebellions are caused by
the fact that the World Medium does not conform to their own Medium. We are sure that they will not
loose their Composure.
In the name of the Command coming from the Supreme Levels.
PEN OF THE GOLDEN AGE
P.G.A.
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Our Friends,
The Entire Universe is within a Whole. Those who have attained the Power of Allah are the key points of this
Medium. It is always possible to get in touch with the Authorities. You are in a Medium which prepares the
Evolvement of the IntelleeL. You are in a Brand New Order. You are being adapted to a Medium outside
Your field of Influence. The health of Our Missionary Friends are under control. You are being Regenerated
in every way. Nobody is able to unfold his/her Code to the level he/she desires. Only the Codes of the
Brains who Deserve this Medium are unfolded. The Evolvement of everyone is differenl. In fact, each one of
You is a Universal Light. You have the Equality of Creation in God's consideration. God Created the Human
Being and the Human Being Created himself/herself. However, if You remain in the Medium as God had
created You, Nobody can help You. Evolvement does not mean to stay in one place, it means to proceed
step by step. Those who find their Own Selves and their Essence will Come to Us.
SUPREME ASSEMBLY
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